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SUMMARY 
A method based on blade-element concepts was developed t o  evaluate 
the effect of stall or  choke-free angle-of-attack range on the attainable 
pressure rise and relative Mach ntrmbers f o r  cascades or  single blade mm. 
This method was &ended t o  evaluate the effect of usable compressor- 
stage  flow  range on the desi= parameters of stage flow per unit area, 
pressure ratio, and rotative speed. In the analysis of compressor stages, 
flow r a g e  ( p r q p o r t i o d  t o  the variation of the ra t io  of flow at post- 
t i ve  s ta l l  to f l a w  at choke or negative st& f r o m  LO) was taken as the 
independent variable, and the effect of range on these desi= paran&.ers 
was evaluated. The analysis indicates that high in l e t  Mach  nrrmber de- 
flow ranges are designed for  choked-dlscharge f l o w .  The greatest flow 
range is attained at low values of Mach nmiber, f l o w  per  unit mea, and 
over-all diffusion, and at high surf ace-velocity diffusion. BlELdes de- 
signed t o  attain W g e  surface-velocity  diffusion may be used fo r  efther 
lasge  pressure  ratios o r  bxge flow ranges. 
I. 
li signs necessarily have s m a l l  flow ranges and that blade row~ with meximum 
Cozqpressor design procedure is nomd3.y concerned with a s3ngle 
operating point, and all stages Elre desimed t o  sat isfy requiremsnte at 
this condition. k practice, however, offdesign operation often proves 
t o  be the decisive f ac to r  in the evaluation of compressor suitabil i ty.  
Therefore, compromises in stage capabilities are generally made in order 
t o  obtain better off -design performance. For example, in a compressor 
of many stages, the front and rear stages operate over a wide rmge OS 
flow coefficients 88 speed md pressure ratios axe varied. Ln multi- 
stage designs, the flow capacity (flow per mit frantal e a )  o r  pres- 
sure ra t io  is normally reduced from the maximum attainable in order t o  
achieve improved raages of s t a l l  or  choke-free operation  for the front 
e stages and thus minimize off-desi& operatfng problems. 
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In  order  to make effective design compromises t o  emure adequate 
off-design compressor performance, additional knowledge of the reh,tion 
between usable stage flow range and such design paremeters &B flow per 
unit frontal area, stage pressure ratio, and rotative speed is required. 
A reasone;ble approximation to  the  relations of the primary variables 
(choke-flow coefficient, stall-flow coefficient, relative flow angle, 
and area contraction) is made, asd these approximations are  used t o  ea- 
timate the  relations between stage flow range and the compressor-stage 
performance parameters ( f l o w  per unit area, stage pressure ratio,  rota- 
t ive  speed, etc. ). From this, the following information will be sought: 
What combinations of compressor characteristics axe obtainable, which 
chaxacteristics must be sacr i f iced  to  imgrove a des-d operation mode, 
and upon which blade-row qualities research and development should be 
concentrated. 
Inasmuch as generalized angle-of-attack limits are not readily de- 
fined for  any arbitrary  blade  section, a particular  section considered 
applicable t o  high-performance compressors was selected, and operatbg 
limits were estimated from basic flow theory. Alt- the results were 
obtalned for a particular type of blade shape, the trends are believed 
t o  be generally applicable t o  the type of blade sections currently in 
use. 
In  the analysis, the blade row is treated aa a t~o-dimen8iOnal cas- 
cade. The operating limits of a cascade or  a blade r o w  are first esti- 
mated asd then &ended t a  a stage. Stage flow range is then taken as 
the independent variable; and other operating characteristics, such a0 
choke-flow limit, pressure ratio, and operating speeds, are defined for  
selected V ~ E S  of flow range. 
... 
k 
SELECTION aF BLACIE SECTIONS 
Because the operating conditions assuue high-performance cornpressors 
and, therefore, high subsonic Mach nmibers, the wedge-shaped leading edge 
is considered apprapriate; blades of this type have low surface veloc- 
i t i e s  and less  danger of local  shocks than blunt-nose types suitable for 
large range at l o w  subsonic velocities. Also appropriate for blades of 
this type exe gradua-1 curvatures that help keep $ocal velocities low. 
I n  a later section of the report, the  higheat  local  velocity  required-% 
shown t o  be a minimum when the surface velocity is  constant on the suc- 
tion  surface over the  anterior exposed region betieen  the  leading edge 
and t h e   p i n t  (A} found by dmpp3ng a perpendicular from one leading edge 
t o  the auction surface of the adjacent blade (fig. 1). This peqendic- 
ular marks the entrance to the chamel between blades. I n  reference 1, 
a calculated -le for a caecade of thFn circular a rm shows that such 
a nearly constant surface velocity is obtained. Consequently, the suc- 
tion surface of the proposed blades may be eicpected t o  resemble circular- * 
. 
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arc sections in the exposed part upstream of the chEtnnel entrance, since 
this surface will have nearly  constant  curvature. 
If the cascade is to operate at high flm, constricting the flow 
channel between blades and thus forming an internal  throat smaller than 
that required at the entrance to the @annel between blades is Fnapprop- 
r ia te .  Consequently, the direction of the pressure surface of %he blade 
section  near the 1-g edge wlll be parallel t o  the apposfte suction 
surface (point A of f ig .  1) if the leading-edge mdge angle is t o  be a maximum. For a blade row with maxsLzzLum flow range the use of a maximum 
wedge angle at the leading edge is desirable; -trhfs assumption is discussed 
la te r  in the report. 
To summa,rize the blade-row duracter is t ics ,  the blade sections dis-. 
cussed i n  this report have the following properties : (1) The lealing 
edges wil be wedge-shaped except f o r  a small. radius of cmature  required 
f o r  fabrication; (2) the anterior part of the suction surface between the 
leadhg edge and the entrance of the channel between blades wil not de- 
viate strongly from a cwcular arc, since this part  muat have nearly con- 
stant curvature in order to maintab a near constant surface velocity at 
s t a l l h g  =low conditions; (3) the entrance t o  the kterblade channel 
wil have parallel  wals; and (4) the other geometric features of the 
blade are not specified  but  me assumed apprapriate t o  achieve what are 
regarded as attainable performEtnce properties. The chord, f o r  example, 
is not specified nor is agy portion of the pressure surface other than 
the angle at the leading edge. Typical limitations on the shape are: 
(I) An internal throat must not be formed, and (2) the surface velocity 
must not rise t o  a value higher than that on the  anterior exposed part  
of the  suction  surface. 
Now that the principal shape factors of the blade sections have been 
specified, the effective or useful range of angle of attack f o r  the oper- 
ation of these shapes must be determhed. A t  large positive o r  negative 
angles of attack, the flow separates from the surface. This  condition of 
stall is  accompanied by large losses. Thus, the useful range of inflow 
angles is limited by the occurrence of positive o r  negative s t a l l .  In 
many cases the s t a l l  is gradual, and th i s  indefinite characteristic has 
led t o  several definitions of stall-ing limit for  campressor-blade rows, 
such as (1) positive angle of attack with maxfrmnn pressure rise, (2) 
positive angle of attack f o r  maximum deflection, (3) angle of attack  for 
separation of the boundary layer, (4) angle of attack with l O S 6  coeffi- 
cient twice the minimum value, and (5) angle of attack nhen the f l o w  is 
unstable and flow pulses  travel from one blade to another  (rotat- 
stall) .  In the present analysis, only stall limits (3) and (4) are 
considered. 
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A t  high airspeeds, another limit takes precedence over the condLtion 
of negative s t a l l  - this is the condition of choke. With Mach  number 
equal t o  1.0 in the blade-passage throat, further decreases in  back pres- 
sure will not change the upstream flow but w i l l  merely increase  losses. 
Blade S ta l l  
Data from isolated airfoils examined Fn reference 2 show that a good 
correlation of flow separation is obtained with  the  ratio of mm&u.m sur- 
face velocity to free-stream velocity. That is, within reasonable ljmits 
on the velocity distribution, the velocity distribution is of secondary 
iznportance compezed with the over-all velocity change. The c r i t i ca l  ve- 
loci ty   ra t io  was found t o  be 2.3. The data of references 3 and 4 on cas- 
cades of low-speed airfoi ls  are examined in reference 5; and it is  shown 
that, when the r a t i o  of maximum surface  velocity t o  d i s w g e  velocity is 
1.83, the losses begin t o  increase and that, when a rat io  of 2.0 to 2.2 
is attained, the losses are doubled. Unlike the isolated a i r f o i l ,  the 
stall  limit in cascades is clearly influenced by the  over-all  velocity 
decrease for  the cascades ae well as the angle of attack that affects the 
maximum surface velocity near the leading edge. Theoretically, almost 
any velocity  ratio may be used, but  large  velocity  ratios  require long 
chords and axe c r i t i ca l  In pressure distribution. A ra t io  of 1.85 t o  2.0 
may be attained  with reasonably long chords and i s  not cr i t ica l ly  depend- 
ent on detaLl.8 of the blade shape or inflow state  of the gas. 
For sharp-edged airfoi ls ,  the surface velocity is always large 
enough to  ensure separatim a t  all angles other than the angle for smooth 
inflow. This smoth inflow angle is somewhat less than.the caniber-line 
direction near the leading edge. The bwndary layer subsequently reat- 
taches to   the  a i r foi l ,  and diffusion is be& with a boundary layer less  
able t o  withstand diffusion than in the case of the round-nosed airfoi l .  
The higher the incidence angle, the worse the  bounm-layer  condition. 
Consequently, the r a t i o  of the surface velocity t o  the discharge veloc- 
i t y  that be used without blade stall  is a function of the incidence 
angle for  which the blades are designed. In selecting values of the in- 
cidence angle for  stall, experimental data should be used f o r  shapes ap- 
proximately of the type being considered. The double-clrcular-arc blades 
are theref ore appropriate, and the data of references 6 and 7 (replotted 
in f ig .  2 )  show that, f o r  negative incidence angles, &II Fnflow direction 
p a r a l l e l  t o  the pressure sm-face gives approximately twice the lowest 
loss and is in a region of rapidly risirqloss with angle change. Anal- 
ogously, the loss might be expected t o  show...a E i m i l a r  limit when the .- 
inflow i s  paral le l   to  the suction surface, since the phenomenon of sepa- 
ration and reattachxmnt is loca l  to  the  leading-edge region. If such a 
limit is  selected, the discharge velocity that may be attained f o r  that 
angle must next be estimated. On both the curves shown, the losses rise 
t o  very large values, since diffusion stall hae occurred at a lower angle 
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because of the hi& values of suction-surface diffusion. For the condi- 
locity on the  surface  qstream of the channel entrance t o  the domtream 
velocity are 2.4 and 2.5 f o r  the tests of references 7 and 6 ,  respec- 
tively. No other  data on double-circular-- cascades are available. 
- t ion of flow p u a l l e l  to the suction  surface, the ratios of average  ve- 
Thus, the lower limit of asgle of attack may be either negative 
s t a l l  (angle less than the angle tangent to the pressure surface) or  
choke. The upper limit of angle of attack may be either positive stall 
(angle greater  than the -e tangent to the suction  surface) or  exces- 
sive surface-velocity diffusion. A t  low inflow Mach nrrmbers, the inci- 
dence angle wil be the limit. A t  high inflow Mach riders, choke and 
surface-velocity-diffusion stall will limit the range. Figure 3 show 
these general limits a d  is discuesed i n  de ta i l  in  a later section. 
E s t w t e  of Max- Surface  Velocity 
In a plane section of a blade row of the type being considered, a 
potential  line m y  be dram from the leading edge of one blade t o  the 
suction  surface of the next (M in f ig .  1). defines the suction- 
surface length b. The circulation theorem gives 
where is the inflow mgLe and 3 is the average velocfty on the 
anterior blade length b. (All symbols are defined in agpendk A. ) 
For a given blade geometry, the length b wil depend only sl ight ly  
on if' the solidity of the blade row is sufficiently high, since  the 
f l o w  pattern in the interblade channel wil change only slightly with Fn- 
f l o w  angle. Since the channel waLLs are p a a l l e l  a t  the entrance, the 
potential  line is approximated as a straight l ine  f m  the  leading edge 
that is  normal t o  the suction surface a t  the point of intersection. The 
maximum surface velocity vm can be kept t o  a minimum value for a fixed 
average value when v is  constant over the region b. In this case, 
vm = v. If lfi is the average curvatme on the length b, then using 
the circular-arc agproximation results in b = E(& - Bp), and 
6 
Substitution  yields 
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where el is the inflow angle for which v is constant on b. The ve- 
locity r a t i o  vdV2 that can be used t o  determine a s ta l l ing value for 
V2 is then 
As previously mentioned, the Ql value of interest is = ps. 
I n  this case the formula gives  an average surface velocity 
7 Vl sin Bs 
vz - v2 S F n  p ,  "A P 
w h i c h  may be used in place of v&Tz if the empirical value is based on 
';&. 
The only  fact  presently known is  that the average velocity  ratio 
should be somewhat less %Plan 2 .O. In the present analysis, vduee of 
1.75 and 1.55 axe investigated because these values should be obtainable 
without c r i t i ca l  blade-design requirments and should a l l o w  somewhat for 
the effect of the sharp leading edge on the condition of the boundary 
layer. 
Equation (6 1 relates  the  operating range of angles t o  the over-all 
velocity change d t e r  an appropriate value of the average velocity S/V, 
is selected. Thie relation is independent of design details aad relatee 
only operational  variables. 
Choking Limi t s  of Cascade Operation 
If the back pressure on a cascade is reduced, the inflow Mach 
number will increase  until  the  velocity Fn the channel throat is 
" 
.. 
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approximately sonic. If there is a velocity Variatian across the throat, 
the choking or mxirmrm. i n f l o w  is given by 
(-)c = cos 8 
1 - 0 . u 2  cos (V) 
cos ( , 2  E) Bs - B 
This result fs derived in appendix B and determines the k f l o w  Mach 
number as a function of the inflow angle el for el < (p, + pp)/2. 
The accuracy f o r  determinhg WP1 n-r from plVdp*a* is not good if 
the Mach nuniber is ne= 1.0; the equation wil be more satisfactory as 
an indicator of maxFmum flow rather than of choking W h  nunher. The 
flow limit in  blade rings of vasiable section wil be somewbat less when 
the spanwise variations do not permit simultaneous choke of a l l  sec-t;ions, 
but this situation does not affect the estimate of obtainable flows for  
compressor stages that are here assumed t o  be designed f o r  maximum flow. 
The f low limits are regarded as amlicable to unswept blades only, sFnce 
spawise flow may extend the range of swept blades. 
Up to this point, the low-speed flow-angle limits for ps and 
have been related  to  the over-all  velocity  ratio Vfl1 at stall and 9 o 
the maxirmun flow rate. The surface diffusion will increase with increas- 
i n g  inlet Mach nuniber as an effect of compressibility &ere the operating 
speed is increased over that at which the  s taLlhg  veloci ty   ra t io  VdV1 
is desi@ped to occur for  = ps, and s t d i n g  will occur unless 
is decreased to a value less thas p,. The choke limit will require a 
larger angle with increased inlet Mach nrrmber 80 that eventually, at 
some speed, choke and s t a l l  wil occur simultaaeously unless shock Losses 
are sufficient t o  provide 811 operation limit before  this Mach n-er is 
attained. The blade-row limit curve will have the general appearance 
shorn in figure 3. 
The placement of the lbes for  ps and Bp (inflow angles paral le l  
t o  the suction and pressure surfaces, respectively) determines the inlet 
a leading-edge Wedge shape and the size of the tbat section for the blade 
sections previously charkcterieed in this report. Therefore, ps 
detem.e   the   loca t ion  . a f  the choke curve or, alternatively,  the  ntire V 
choke curve is specified by a single poFnt on it. The stall curve is as 
yet unspecified s h c e  the point at %, ps (fig. 3) can be freely 
assigned; in  a campressor, the value of M, is chosen t o  occur at  the 
6ame wheel speed as the choke flow at M,. Once this point (%,&) is 
chosen, the value of the discharge Mach number is determined from the 
velocity ratio V2/Vl. The equation of continuity with the abbreviation 
g E pV/p*a* states that f o r  any inflow condition gl,€Jl and for 'choking 
inflow condition gl, c81, E 
and PP 
c 
g2A2 COS 82 = glAl  COS 81  
g2,c*2 e2,c = g1,C-h cos %,c 
where Al, + are the frontal  areas of the cascade at entrance and ex- 
haust. If negligible  variation of the discharge  angle e2 is assumed 
and if  choke occurs at maximum range of el,= = pl,p, 
g2/g1 COS el GOB el 
= COS e 1,c Pl,p U 
Since the flow density ratio @;z/gl cazl serve as a measure of cascade 
diffusion, the increase of diffusion  as increases from pl,p t o  
- 
h, 6 is indicated. 
For low in le t  Mach nmiber, COS p1,8/cos p1 is an indication of 
IP 
flow range; values  close t o  1.0 indicate p 1  d o s e   t o  p l , p  and small 
range, whereas  mall values of cos pl,s/qos ~ 1 , ~  indicate large range. 
$8  
A s h g l e  chart may be used w i t h  these interpretations t o  describe 
t o  a large degree the performance characteristics of blade row6 by uti- 
l i z i n g  the r e l a w s  of equations (7) and ( 8 )  . Such a chart is shown tn 
figure 4, w h e r e  the range parameter cos pl,s/cos pl, is plottea 
agabs t  the ra t io  of cascade-flow capacity to the annulus choke-flow ca- 
pacity (gl cos pl>, with contours of W e t  choke-flow Mach nuriber and 
sion was used t o  make the chart gene- since D ( E ) s  =(z)s, ana the 
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one chart caa then be used f o r  aoy value of 7/V2 chosen. Blockage due 
t o  blade thicbess has not been accounted for on this figwe. c 
aJ 
d 
a 
cu 
1 
d 
The cascades t o  which this chart is applicable are those previously 
described, where the choke l n f l o w  Mach number is  the highest at which 
the inflow angle may be as low as PC (fig.  31, the intersection of the 
choke l ine  and the negative s t d l  line, = Bl,p. 
This point may be regarded as the design condition. 'phe positive 
stall  condition is also assumed t o  occur at  the mimum Mach number at 
which the inflow angle is eq-1 to pi,sy so that diffusion stall  
and leading-edge stall occur Bhultaneously. Actually, the flow range 
is the maximm attainable and is proportional to the vmiation of 
cos pl,,/cos pl,p f r o m  1.0, -re the range IS clear- zero.  he ent- 
range of design parameters Fndicated by figure 4 is not usable because 
the flow at choke is limited by the possibil i ty of choking at the dis- 
chaxge (g2,c = 1.0). The continuity equation (8) then reducea t o  
1 - 
2 r-1 
Because g = < [. + (1 - >] the discharge velocity 
Vz,s/a* may be eliminated between equations (9) and (U3) if a value fo r  
the diffusion ratio F / V z l s  is assuned and a relation is obtained be- 
tween stall a d  choke inflow for this cascade design limit of Q,s = 1.0. 
Eowever, the velocity ratio Vlys/Vl,c may still be chosen at will. T k  
exit-choke line for  F/V2 1, = 1.75 is shown in figure 4 for the case of 
This single cume was obtained from equa- 
tions (9) and (10) and the approximation g r l - y-l [1 - MI2. All 2 
a 
v1,c = V1,S g1,s = %,c' 
designs must be above and t o  the left of this curve if the inlet stall 
am3 choke Mach nmbers axe equal. 
10 
The chart (fig. 4)  shows that, as the choke ~ a c h  number increases, 
the range factor approaches 1.0; that is, the range is small. For ex- 
anq?le, at M = 0.9 the range factor is 0.98 and, therefore, the CO- 
sine of the inflow angle mey varry only 2 percent between cos pl,c asd 
COS p l , p .  A t  M1,c = 0.7, COS p l , B / ~ ~ ~  p l , c  =t 0.82, SO that 18- 
percent variation is permitted. Further, the exit-choke line indLcatea 
that large range is obtained only at low flows. For example, at a flow 
density of gl,c cos pl , ,  = 0.8 of the annulus capacity, the range fac- 
t o r  may be as low as 0.82, so that an 18-percent variation is  the max- 
imum possible; whereas, at gl,c cos p l , c  = 0.4, the maximum range 90s- 
sible i s  50.6 percent, since at exit choke the cosine r a t io  is 0.494. 
A t  the same the, cos p l , c  is reduced fram 0.88 (p, =I 28.4O) t o  0.525 
(e,,, = 58.33O). If a surface diffusion r a t i o  6 / V 2 j S  greater than 
1.75 were used, the exit-choke curve would be lowered and would permit 
larger f l o w  rage .  For any fixed Mach number o r  flow range 
cos pl,s/cos pl,p, the largest diffusion is obtained a% the lowest flows, 
88 Fndicated by the larger values of D on the left side of the chart. 
At high flows (right side of chart), large values of dif'fuaioa are ob- 
tained only at small range cos j31,s/cos pl,p near 1.0 or at hxge Mach 
numbers. Compressor stages of high flow would have t o  be designed In 
this region and, thus, would have smal flow-range capacities. 
1, c 
CHARACTERISTTCS OF COMFfXD3 COMFRESSOR STAGE 
Calculations 
The blade-row analysis can be applied t o  estimate the characteris- 
t i c s  of a complete stage, which consists of a rotor and a downstream 
stator.  In the analysis of the blade row, it was unnecessary t o  epecify 
the value of the discharge velocity at stall o r  choke or t o  state the 
discharge angle o r  span vaxiatim in passFng through the  blade raw. 
SFnce th i s  now must be done Jll or& t o  find the perfontmace of the com- 
bination, a stall value muat be assumed fo r  the velocity  diffusion r a t i o  
(;;/Vz),. A value of G/V,).= =I 1.75 is msuma 88 usable, but a value 
of 1.55 is also used in the calculations 5 n  order t o  obtain some estimate 
of the effect of this variable. Also, the flow relatfve disclwge angle 
from the s ta tor  and from the rotor is assumed constant regardless of the 
inflow conditions, This condition relates the gas velocity at c@ke and 
stall  by 
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where p is the (constant) absolute angle of discharge from an inlet 
. guide vane, j3' is the flow @e relative to the rotor, and the flow 
coefficient cp = v cos P/U = w COB p I/U ( w h e r e i n  WL is the relative 
velocity, Vl is the absolute velocity, and U is the linear speed of 
the rotor) . Similarly, 
1 1 tan f3$ = tan pzys + - = tan B2,c + - 
% 'pz, C (12) 
is regaxded aa constant. 
If the flow coefficients cp l , c  ana %,s and the choke angle pi,c 
are assurned, then in turn the following may be calculated: 
(2) Relative inflow angle at s t a l l  from tan p1 = 
(3) Relative inflow Mach nmiber (W1/al), at crhoke f r o m  equation 
1 
tan Bi,S 
(7) (modified t o  rotor-flow notation) 
( 4 )  0ver-u relative  velocity r a t i o  ( w ~ / w ~ ) ~  f r o m  s tu -cond i t ion  
The rotor-discharge flow area is then 
&ere h is the Bzll1121u8 area per blade channel, Then the discharge Mach 
rider at choke flow (Wz/%) can be determined f r a n  G2, c. A t  this 
point it is necessary t o  assume either %/hl or cos pi fn order to 
continue the problem. When %/hl is assumed, pz,cy p2,s, and the flow 
densities of the absolute f low may be calculated: 
1 2  - NACA RM E58824 
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The velocity V may be determined as well as the discharge area 
(h3 cos j3s)/hl and the  exit-choke  velocity V3,c. Also, the flow den- - 
s i ty  i n  the stator  throat g2 T is required at the ,choke flow. From 
these data the work output or o t h e r  derived data may be found. 
3, s 
t 3  
Accordingly, four independent variables, such as %,ct %,sr %,Cj 
and pi, m u s t  be assumed in order to  completely solve f o r  the a t a l l  and 
choke values of flow, pressure  ratio, and discharge Mach  number as w e l l  5 
as  the compressor t i p  speed. This speed is the highest f o r  which the m 
fu l l  range (stall and choke at relative  anges . .. Bl,S and respec- 
t ively ) can be utilized. A t  higher t i p  speeds, the stall  and choke angles 
approach each other ( f ig .  3), and maxFmum flow range cannot be achieved. 
Limits of Compressor-Stage Design 
Mot all a s s m d  values of the f o u r  input variables lead t o  physi- 
cally possible desi@ls. Auxiliary conditions that must be satisfied are 
subcritical flow density out of the rotor (G 2 11, Fn the stator 
throat (Q /< l), and out of the stator (g e 1). A large number 
of designs were  computed with  surface-velocity-diffusion  ratios of * 
(3/Vz), = 1.75 and 1.55 for each of the three channel angles p '  = 30°, 
45O, and SO0; in no case did rotor-exit &&e (Gz,c = 1) provide a limit, r 
2,c 
t rc  3,c 
1, c 
since the stator always choked first .  The three parameters of p 
~ p ~ , ~ ,  and %,s completely determine the condltions of flow into the 
rotor and the relative dischasge velocities .W2,s, W2,c, but leave free 
the choice of the blade annulus area at discharge. If the rotor-outlet 
annulus area is reduced, thus reducing he/hl, the continuity condition 
requires that the  discharge  angle approach  zero and thus  increase 
the work output of the ro tor  and the Mach  mmiber Fnto the stator.  The 
mFnirmun value of %/hl is reached when the stator thraat is choked 
1, C' 
(gz,T,c = 1.0). 
I n  a l l  the calculations made, the desim point waa taken as the 
choke-flow point that is considered t o  be the normal or design operating 
conation for an inlet stage. An b l e t  radius ratio of 0.5 and a con- 
stant   t ip   radius  were also a s s m d .  
Figure 5(a) shows typical results of the calculations for  the design 
point  at ~p1,~ = 0.65, p '  = 4 9  for variaus values of Cp 
%/hl. The surface-velocity  ratio G/V2,J)s w&s taken as 1.75. The 1, c 1, s 
ma 
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range of possible designs .for h2/hl = 1.0 is from (4,s/(pr,c = 1.0 
AS %/% 1s de- (gZ,T,c = 14 t o  'pl,s/(Pl,c = 0.752 ( g  = 1.0). 
3,c 
Creased, this range of possible designs would be reduced the stator 
throat and discharge both choked (g2 =I g3,c = 1.0) at the same r a g e  
point, Cpl,s/(Pl,c. This is the minimtrm value of "21% that can be used 
and is also the point of maximrrm flow range (lowest ~9 /cp possible) 
for  the assumed values of P i , c  a d  G/v2,3Is-  SO, for a given 
contraction of %/hl and (T/V2, s, a maximum pressure ratio at choke 
flow can be reached. This p o k t  is the point of stator-uhoke flow. The 
dashed line called max- PZ[Pl in figure 5(a> connects these points 
and shorn how the choke-flow pressure ratio decreases as the range is Fn- 
creased ('4 / decreased). Figure 5(b} shows the results fo r  the 
stme design pofnt with (Tb2 = 1.55. Figwe 6 shows the  choke-flow 
maximurn-pressure-ratio curve; for both (T/V2, 3ls values for  the design 
point at '4 = 0.65, p ' = 450. If a range of pl, s/cpl, = 0.82 is 
picked, the pressure ratio is 1.264 for  a smface-velocity  ratio of 1.75 
and 1.178 fo r  a velocity ratio of 1.55, the pressure rise beFng 50 per- 
cent higher for the case with (T/V2,3)s = 1.75. 
channel  angles of p i ,c  = 30°, 450, and 60° for  vuious values of ~ 9 , ~  
but wil not be shown since figure 5 shows typical results. 
, ,  
3s l ,c  
9s '4,c 
,c 1, c 
charts similar to those in figure 5 were drawn for  each of :he three 
If consideration is limited t o  the class of compressor stages w h e r e  
g2 = 1.0 (maxirmrm-pressure-ratio stages), only three Fndependent 
variables remain. The relation among these three variables and other 
inflow -=rmters is shown graphically in figure 7 for  (T/V2, ) = 1.75. 
me results f r o m  figure 5(a) fall on one line with n,c = 0.65 in the 
9 ,  
= 4 9  region, where the same  limits that applied to f igrrre 5(&) 
again occur; however, this time they are applied t o  nunerous designs. 
The desigp limitation of g3,c = 1.0 (choke at stator discharge) is en- 
countered as the range is increased (", s/Cpl,c decreased), which gives 
the lower boundary of the p ' = 4 9  region. This Wign limitation 
1, c 
Q3,c - 1 .O is reached as the flaw range delsigned f o r  the stage is in- 
creased, because the flow-rasge requirement of the stator is also in- 
creased; consequently,. the stall-velocity ratio 
14 Qemmmmm mACA RM E58B24 
must be raised by adjustment of h3/hz. The exit flow density (g3,c) at 
choke flow then approaches 1.0 h accordance with the equation 
and the additional condition of stator-throat choke (gZ,T,c 3 1.0). The 
limit line (g = 1.0) in figure 7 is a t  a low inflow axial Mach number 
(Vl, ./a:) because of the thick blades required for large flow range. 
3,c 
Another type of limit a l s o  occms as a conseqmce of s s s m i n g  that 
the stages are inlet s t a g e s  with blades of maximum span and maximum hl. 
If it is assumed that the design is stress-limited at the blade roots to 
a t t a h  a maxirmun flow by u s ~ g  a maximum Fnlet annulus area,  the mulw- 
area r a t i o  +/hl I s  limited to values of 1.0 o r  less. This annulus- 
mea-ratio limit is  encountered on the right of the p '  = 45O region 
a t  high speeds when p i  is large. If high *el speeds are used, the 
Mach number CY2/%) into the stator can be controlled by discharging at 
lmge relative angles p i .  The velocity W2 is determined by the inflow 
conditions, and consequently %/hl must be increased a8 is in- 
creased.. The upper limit of the fi ' = 450 region is % $'4, = 1 .O 
(no flow range ) . The limit bounding the p ' = 45' region on the left 
side would be some lower w h e e l  speed limit. These limits apply to each 
of the p i  regions of figure 7. 
1, c 
1, c > 
1, c 
YC 
F i n a l l y f  the design is limited at low values of because the 
a s s m d  diffusion cannot, in  these cases, be accoqlished by turning 
without an &zLT1IxLu8-area increase. Analytically stated, this condition 
is % cos pi hl. This limit occurs 
of the 8 '  = 3oo region. 
1, c 
For any given rotor  speed U,/a: 
a maximum-flow-range stage is obtained 
in figure 7 as the -per limit 
and inflow Mach nmiber Vl,da:, 
with a specific  value of p i  f C) 
wbich is detersnined by the condition g = 1.0; a higher channel kgle  3,c 
p i ,  C would give a stage with less flow range for the same rotor speed 
and W l o w  Mach nmber. A lower channel angle could not be achieved be- 
cause of too small  a blade span t a  handle the choke flow at the stator 
discharge. 
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Because of the  overlappbg area of the ChEtrts in f 7 fo r  t$e . different  values of p i ,  one pair of values of Vl da%d Ul/al 
may be used with 8 vaxiety of compressors, each me of which will differ 
from mother by the angle p; Each design, however, does have a max- 
imum possible work input at c&ke flow. 
9 
Stage  Flow Range  
'Ifhe maximum-flow-range stages, Fndicated by the curves f o r  g = 
3, c 
1.0 in figure 7, exhibit a singlle relation between the flow-range factor 
%, 6/(4,c and the  variables of tan p i ,  and 6/V2 3)s as shorn 
i n  figure 8. The @portance of large surface diffusion is'indicated by 
the Fncrease in attainable flow range of caqressor  stages wbsn 
( V V 2 , 3 ) s  is increased from 1.55 t o  1.75. 
The F/ r f o m c e  of the gaxirmrm-flou-rasge stages is shown in figure 9(a) for v V2,3)s = 1.75. The equivalent weight flow is estimated on 
the basis of an inlet radius ra t io  of 0.5, and the pitch radius is a s s m d  
to divide the annulus m a  into two equal parts. kinrum flow range vex- 
ies l i t t l e  with -el angle p i y c y  but variation with design speed is 
considerable and amounts to about 60 percent in the speeds f r o m  approxi- 
mately 550 t o  1050 feet per secmd. Pressure r a t i o  and maximum flow de- 
pend primariQ on channel angle @ * and only slfghtly on rotor speed. 
The effect  of reducing the blade-surface-diffusion  ratios from 1.75 
1, C 
to 1.55 can be seen by c o q a r i n g  figures 9(a> and (b). A reduction in 
blade surf ace  diffusion laas the followtag effects : Maximum flow range 
is reduced about 27 percent, and higher flom and pressure  ratios are 
obtahed. If the higher velocity  ratio of 1.75 were used wfth the 8- 
flow range as the -imum obtainable with a ra t io  of 1.55, the pressure 
rat io  obtained would be higher than could be obtawed wTth a surface- 
velocity  ratio of 1.55. 
Devices for increasing the over-all afffusion are therefore of 
great importance, For example, slotte6 blades or 8 rotor with two se- 
quential sets of blades would permit s0m.e of these potent- gains t o  
be realized. Another such device ie the Fncrease of span between the 
rotor discharge and s ta tor  inlet, w h i c h  can serve to reduce the axial 
velocity. AS an exanrple, one- maximum-flow-range case was c d c d a t e d  for 
= 0.65 e t h  (?Bz,3)s = 1.75. A value  of qy / = 
0.723 was obtained instead of the 0.752 obtained without increase in  
span; this is a =-percent gain in maximum flow range for  an area in- 
crease of 12 percent over a stage with the same inlet conditions designed 
for maximum flow range Kfth a constant annulus are&. The gain in 
Pi,c 450, '~1,c ,s '9,c 
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pressure ratio obtainable from high velocity-diffusion ratios is not 
worthwhile if the device requires additional space, because an additional 
stage could accomglish the same purpose; a gain Fn useful flow range is 
worthwhile since a reduction in flow range cannot be made up in s&se- 
quent stages. 
Stage StackFog 
When two compressor stages are stacked in series, the second stage fx tP 0 m must operate over a w i d e r  range of volume flow than the first because 
the discharge pressure of the first stage normally decreasea wlth in- 
creasing mass flow. Consequently, the maximum-flow-range stages of fig- 
ure 8 iurpose greater flow-range requirements on the second stage than 
can be attained. 
-. 
If the compressor has only a few stages, say two o r  three, the f l o w  
range of the whole unit a t  normal speed jmy st- provide a useful flex- 
i b i l i t y  in operation. For such cases, it is  of interest t o  consider a 
pair of stages in which the f l o w  range o f  the firgt-stwe is reduced 
just sufficiently for the second stage t o  operate  efficiently over the 
entire reduced flow range. The sacrifice in flow range of the first 
stage then permits a first-stage design with a pressure  ratio  increased 
over that f o r  the maximum-flow-range stage. 
A chart is shown in figure lO(a) f a r  stages with f low ranges suffi- 
ciently reduced t o  permit a succeeding stage t o  operate over the  ntFre .I 
flow range of the first  stage.  The effect of reducing the blade-surface- 
aiffuaion  ratios from 1.75 t o  1.55 can be seen by caolparFng figures l O ( a )  
and (b).  
Spanwise Vssiations 
In  the  analysis,  the blade row was treated as a two-dimensional 
cascade. Thus, limitations on the flow range aad blade-row performance 
that resulted from end effects and spanwise vaxiations were neglected. 
Consequently, the extreme range calculations and the maximum performance 
calculations baaed on the  pitch  sectton  done will be optimistic. 
An est-* was made of spanwise variatLons of the blade shase, ye- 
locity, and velocity diffusion based on the assumption of an =et ra- 
dius  ratio of 0.5 and constant t i p  radius by means of the equilibrium 
condition 
9 - v2 cos2e 
dr- r 
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The blades were designed fo r  simultaneous s t a l l '  at hub, mean, and t ip .  - The calculations were made only fo r  cases of maximum pressure  ratio 
k,r, C = 1.0) and maximum flow range. In cases designs were ob- 
tawed with uniform stall conditions at the hu33, mean, and tip  sections.  
For operation at cp = md ~p = at lower-than-design speed, 
all relative f l o w  angles in to  the  rotor are unchanged and the blade- 
surface-velocity airfusion decreases, so that the entire design-speed 
range is always available a t  the lower speeds. However, a t  &sign speed 
and choke flow, some blade section muLd be unable to accommodate the 
entire  flow i n  the  throat sect Lon without  spanwise-flow adJuetment. Con- 
sequently, the speeds estirmted  for choke of the man section must be 
considered as sanewhat optimistic when applied to  a blade of large 
spanwise-flow variations and aa more strictly  apglicable when applied to 
short-span  blades. 
'9, s 9, c 
7 
d A method w&6 developed for  estimatlng the effect of blade flow range and compressor-stage flow range on other operating  characteristics, 
such as choke-flow limit, pressure ratio, and operating speeds. Desi- 
limits t o  compressor-stage operation md desim rotor speed were deter- 
m i n e d  for tbs stage flow range. These results q p l y  t o  a specific type 
of blade; however, they me believed applicable to most blade sections 
sui table   for  high-performance compressor designs . 
The analysis of blade rows indicated that: 
1. H i g h  Mach nmtber designs  necessarily bve mall f l o w  ranges. 
2. H i g h  bMe-row flows per  unit mea are attained  with l o w  stagger 
and either l o w  velocity  diffusion  or low flow range. 
3. Maximum-flow-range blade rows axe desigped f o r   c r i t i c a l  dis- 
charge flow. The greatest f l o w  range is  attained at low values of Mach 
nuniber, flow per unit mea, and over-all velocity diffusion and at high 
surface-velocity diffusion. 
4. For a compressor stage of maxinnrm pressure  ratio,  assuqtion 
of values of choke flow, rotor speed, and chazlnel stagger angle wil 
determine the flow range, a d  also the stall and choke values f o r  the 
f low directions, velocities, pressure ratio, and dischuge Mach number. 
Max- pressure  ratio is attained when the stator  throat is choked. 
5. B l a d e s  designed t o  attain large  surface-velocity  diffusion may 
be used for   e i ther  large pressure  ratios  or  large f l o w  range. The IWX- 
imum f l o w  range is nearly independent of channel w e  p 1,c. 
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6 .  A stage of msxm wheel speed for a given flow range is one of 
maximum relative discharge angle, and e w l  fntake and discharge annulus 
areas. 
7.  A maxjmum-flar-ramge stage is attahed when the disch8xge Mach 
number of the stage is c r i t i ca l .  A particular channel angle pi,c is 
required  to  attain the lnaxfmum flow range f o r  a given rotor speed and 
airflow. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, February 28, 1958. 
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a 
a * 
b 
D 
G 
u 3
h 
M - M* 
P 
P 
R 
- 
r 
S 
t 
u 
chamel frontal  area 
local velocity of sound 
cr i t ical   veloci ty  of sound 
over-all  diffusion 
= for  rot- -* * 
P a  
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Mach nmiber, ra t io  of l oca l  veloci ty   to  local velocity of sound 
c r i t i ca l  Mach nmiber, ra t io  of local   veloci ty   to   cr i t ical   veloci ty  
of sound 
t o t a l  pressure 
static  pressure 
average radius of curvature on the suction surface along b 
(fig. 1) 
radius 
blade spacing (fig. I) 
throat distance (fig. 1) 
mean wheel speed 
NACA FM E58B24 
mean absolute f l b w  velocity 
surface  velocity 
average surface velocity 
meas relative flow velocity 
average surface velocity on the ro to r  suction surface b 
distance along a i r f o i l  surface 
absolute blade angle 
relative blade angle 
r a t i o  of specific heats 
inflow air angle 
density 
cri t ical   density 
flow coefficient 
Subscripts : 
A 
a 
B 
C 
m 
P 
s 
T 
Z 
1 
- v COS e 
U 
condition at point A on suction sur4ace (fig. 1) 
stagnation condition 
condition at point B on pressure surface (fig. 1) 
choke condition 
maxm 
condition when a i r  is tangent t0 press- surface 
stall condition 
throat 
axial component 
rotor  entrance 
tP 
N 
0 a 
.. . - 
. .. . 
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2 rotor exit 
3 stator exit 
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APPENSIX B 
NAcA RM E58B24 
A t  msxinnnu lnflow conditions, the velocity in the throat of a caB- 
cad@ of blades is nearly sonic; the Plow density may then be approxi- 
mated by 
If a 1Fnear vmiation of V/a* ~ ~ 3 3 x 8  the channel is assumd, the 
man flow density is 
If &4 is assumed independent of 3, then the maximum flow density 
is obtained when E E 1/(1 c &/3) and its value is 
The effect  of cross-channel velocity varlatfans is very slight; 
a n  VA/VB = 1.5, the average choking flow density is reduced only 1.6 
percent. On a one-dimensional basis, the flow upstream of the cascade 
is then 
where 
tween 
given 
tms 
t is the throat  size. This equation determines the relation be- 
the upstream c r i t i ca l  Mach n d e r  $, aad the angle fo r  R 
throat area when the throat  flow is choked. The reeult is some- 
given Fn the form: 
-3 AT t - PlV1/P""* P p l  
A1 S '08 01 (pV/p  a IT * *  =I- p* a* 
. 
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SFnce  plVdp*a* is a function of M1, the inflow Mach nuniber may be 
plotted as a function of +/A1 for  any mtual cascade. Ln reference 8 
Weement with theory is shown as good for  4/A1 e 0.97. Above thfs 
value, AI is  decreased by increasing the angle of attack; consequently, 
the boundary-layer t h i cbess  is increased with Fncreasing +fA1 until 
separation is reached. Thus, the experimental flow capacity is  lower 
than the estimated value by an azmunt that increases with AT/Al, Ml, or 
pl; wlth very thick  blades this effect is accentuated by the very high 
angles of attack required. The data of reference 9 show the same agree- 
ment. The cascade data of reference 10 have only one datum ia the range 
+/Al < 1.0, where the flow is 3 -percent low; th i s  mount is explained 
by the e s t a t e  of throat  vmiation of the Mach nmiber. For the special 
family of aSfoi ls   se lected,  the throat area may be estimated by US- 
the circulax-arc approximation for  the exposed portion of the suct Lon 
surface. The result  is: 
- 
t cos ( W) 
s cos el - 
COS el COS V S  z "E) - 
If, in application, the formula is to  be used with tf ( 8  cos 0,) < 1, 
* then e (ps + &)/2 must be used (the inflow angle must be less than 
the inlet  caniber-line angle). A n  Fntegral across the throat yields: 
which, with 
(1 - 0.4 dl 
cos el 
cos (e) B +  
cos (V) 
determines the maximum flow in the cascade. 
This result  applies s t r i c t l y  t o  two-dlmensianal fulI"f1owing 
channels. 
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Figure 2. - Low-speed loas data f m m  cascades. 
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Figure 3. - Llnlts on operating range of blade row. 
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Figure 6. - Maximum-pressure-ratio  stages for design point at choke 
f l o w  coefficient of 0.65 and relative flow angle o f  45'. 
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(a) surface velocity ratio, 1.75. 
Figure 9. - Performance characteristics for mrcdmum-flOV-range 6-a d t h  
rotor throat choke. 
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~ i p  s eed, ft/sec 
(b) SurPace velocity ratio, 1.55. 
Figure 9. - Concluded. Ferfo-ce characterlstice for mrudmurn-flw-renge 
stages vlth rotor throat choke. 
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(a) mace velocity ratio, 1.75. 
Figure 10. - Performance characteristic8 for repeatable stages with rotor 
throat  choke. 
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mp speed, ft/sec 
(b) 6mface velocity ratio, 1.55. 
Figure 10. - Concluded. Performance characteristics for repaatable s a e s  with rotor throat 
choke. L 
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